The Early History of Horne : an Addendum
by JOHN BLAIR

In the last Collectionst I discussed evidence for the origins of this Wealden parish which may be
summarised as follows: Horne was probably a member of Chivington manor, and may be
represented in Domesday Book by the half-hide which 'Roger' held rhere as a sub-tenant of
Richard de Clare; it next appears in the mid l2th centrlry when Peter de Tolworth, a
substantial Clare tenant, released Horne church to Lewes Priory together with the adiacent
Church Farm. An anicle in the same issue by the late C A F MeekingJ contained a cruciai fact,
previously unknown to me, which goes a long way to confirming thiJ interpretation and is thus
of some general significance for the history of settlement in t[e Surrey weald.
Early in_the l2th century, Ingram d'Abernon granted to Gilbert de Clare's alien priory of
^
Stoke-by-Clare a tithe-portion at'la Bysse'.2 This name (Old English fsc, 'bush', 'thiiket''and
lf"t
.t-"gg-.ttive of an assaft settlement) is not particularly common, and the most likely
identification is with Bysshe Coun in Horne, which appeari in early forms as 'la Bisse'or la
!ytt.'.' How, then, did Ingram d'Abernon acquire properry' in Horne? The obvious answer is
that the otherwise unidentified 'Roger' who held of Chirrington manor in 1086 was identical
with Ingram's predecessor Roger d'Abernon, Domesday ienant of other Clare manors at
Molesey and Albury, and that his half-hide is indeed to be identified with land in Horne. This
in turn strengthens the conclusion that Chivington and Florne made up a single large stripJike
esta_te, separated from Blechingley and Burstow by a long nofth-south boundary.
However we interpret the chfonology of Wealden settlement, it is clear thai Domesday
IiglT was relatively under-exploited: with its single demesne plough and five bordars, Roger;s
half-hide had only a small fraction of the population and resources attributed to the main manor
of Chivington, though the two components seem to have been roughly equal in area. It has
been argued that a solitary population of bordars sometimes indicatis .....tt and expanding
" at'la Bysse' i,rgg.rrt
assaft setdement,4 and the early l2th century reference to titheable land
one centre for such elplnsion. Thus there is evidence for two seftlement nuclei in the parish:
one at the church and Church Farm (though the latter may have been a priest's house-rather
than a secular homestead), the other at Bysshe Court.
. {"ly tenurial developments remain vague. The de Tolworths evidently enjoyed a general
lordship over Horne by the third quartei of the l2th century, while a Robert de Toliorth's
Presence as witness to Gilbert de Clare's grant of Blechingley church to lrwes Priory in I13852 rnay take the connection back a little funher.s But in ihe late l2th and l3th centuries a
family of de la Bisse was prominent locally, and it is very suggestive that in c 1150-75 it was
necessary for one John de la Bisse to ratify Peter de Tolworth's release of Horne church and to
release his own right in the Church Farm property.u This suggests that Horne had been subinfeudated at some relatively early date to thii locally-based Famity via the mesne lordship of
the d'Abernons or the de Tolworths. Thus its development followed a parallel course to that of
nearby Burs-tow, though probably laggrng some decades behind it.? Through such scattered
fragments of evidence we may begin to glimpse the dynamics of Wealden-settlement.
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